Avenue™ Cabinetry

Avenue’s beautifully minimal slab style door and textured melamine surface is gorgeously stark and easy to maintain. The sleek, flexible look of this door style, available in both full overlay and standard reveal options, is the true model of contemporary design’s unadorned elegance. Available in laminate finishes.
Avenue™ Cabinetry – A SLEEK, FLEXIBLE LOOK FOR MODERN KITCHENS

5/8” thick melamine slab doors and drawer fronts • Available in full overlay (FOL) or standard reveal (SR) door profiles • Textured melamine laminate is thermally fused to CARB2 compliant composite panel core • Edgebanded on all four sides • Cabinet face frames, end panels, and accessories come in complimentary colors • Available in square design for all cabinets; offered with slab drawer fronts • Decorative hardware is required on full overlay door and optional for standard reveal doors • Minimum order quantities and extended lead times apply. See account manager for details